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Abstract. This paper presents techniques for retrieving photos from personal 
memories collections using generic concepts that the users specify. It is part of 
a larger project for capturing, storing, and retrieving personal memories in 
different contexts of use. Semantic concepts are obtained by training binary 
classifiers using the Regularized Least Squares Classifier (RLSC) and can be 
combined to express more complex concepts. The results that were obtained so 
far are quite good and by adding more low level features, better results are 
possible. The paper describes the proposed approach, the classifier and features, 
and the results that were obtained. 
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1. Introduction 

Humans like to keep information about their lives in order to later remember 
important moments or to create personal histories. One way of doing this is by 
collecting photos or videos. With the technological advances, multiple devices 
including phones, PDA’s, digital stills cameras or digital video cameras are being 
increasingly used. The storage capacity of these devices has also increased a lot in the 
last few years, thus providing a very convenient way to store materials in digital form. 
The success of the WWW as a global platform for sharing information also promoted 
the media exchange process. Digital pictures are easier to capture and collect than the 
traditional pictures and for this reason many people have large collections of personal 
photos and videos.  
The traditional way of organizing pictures in directories with suitable names for their 
content will not be enough to search and browse for personal pictures in an easy and 
fruitful way. One possible solution is the manual annotation with keywords of all the 
images, but this is not an easy task for large databases. Moreover, home users lack the 
expertise, the tools and, most of all, the time to perform this task. Automatic 



annotation is generically done using low-level features [1] or context metadata 
obtained at the capture time [2]. The combination of these two sources of  information 
[3] improves the performance of the retrieval but the systems based on low-level 
features (CBIR) still have some limitations [4]. The performance of these systems 
depends essentially of the low-level features, and for this reason, sometimes, these 
systems present a low performance because it is hard to capture semantic concepts 
(semantic gap [5]). These difficulties can be overcome by the previous training of 
semantic models and then, automatically associate textual descriptions to the images 
[6]. However, the image perception of the user must be the same of the annotator. 
Other solution is the use of relevance feedback [7, 8], including the user in the search 
process. The user interacts with the system by providing additional information in the 
retrieval task. The main difficulty of this solution is related with the initial results 
presented to the user. If they are not relevant and many different results are provided 
the relevance feedback will not work properly. Querying the system with just a few 
images samples will never be good for relevance feedback. However, relevance 
feedback is the best way to annotate images. 
The tools and techniques that we are presenting here are part of a larger project to 
capture, store, and retrieve personal memories in different contexts and with different 
devices and user interfaces. 
This paper presents an image retrieval system that uses previously trained generic 
concepts that are suitable to search in a personal picture collection. These generic 
concepts have the ability to provide relevant and distinctive images that could be used 
in the relevance feedback process. The models of the generic concepts are obtained by 
training binary classifiers using the Regularized Least Squares Classifier (RLSC) 
proposed in [9] and used in our previous work in relevance feedback [10, 11]. To 
combine several generic concepts the sigmoid function is applied to the output of 
RLSC.  
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work, section 3 
describes the features used and how the RLSC and the sigmoid function are used to 
rank the database. Section 4 presents the results obtained and the last section presents 
some conclusions and directions for future work.   

2. Related Work 

To manage personal memories with pictures several commercial applications (e.g., 
Adobe Photoshop Album, Paint Shop Pro, Picasa, Photofinder) and online sites like 
www.flickr.com or www.phlog.net are available. All of them use directories to 
organize pictures and some of them allow visualizing the directories chronologically. 
Most of these applications use the manual annotation for search photos. In fact, 
annotation is very important in order to explore personal collections. The manual 
annotation is the most effective way but it is time consuming. The MyAlbum [12] 
system use a semi-automatic strategy to annotate picture based on low-level features 
and in relevance feedback. In [13] camera phone users can annotate their photos 
instants after the capture, some annotations are done automatically (data and location) 
and then users can interact with the system to do some corrections. Automatic 



          

systems rely on context metadata [14] or in visual content [2, 3, 15, 16]. Most of these 
systems use CBIR techniques that were used in other contexts different from the 
personal memories and combine them with context metadata. Other important aspect 
in multimedia retrieval is the user, in [17] several factors are discussed. 
Concerning the problem of associating semantic concepts with low-level features, one 
of the first approaches proposed is described in [6]. They divided the images into 
rectangular regions and applied a co-occurrence model to words and regions. 
Following this work several proposals were made, some of them also associating 
words to images [16] and others, words to image regions [18, 19]. Naphade and 
Huang [19] proposed a probabilistic framework based on Bayesian Belief Networks. 
They segment the images in blob regions to create multijetcs (probabilistic 
multimedia objects) and to build a network of concepts. Recently, it  was proposed a 
method in the domain of personal memories [16] that explores context metadata and 
visual content. The visual part of this work is similar to ours, but they use SVMs.  

3. Query by Generic Concepts 

This section describes the method proposed to query the database for pictures that 
belong to generic concepts. A set of generic concepts that were previously trained is 
available and the user can defines the query by combining them. These concepts are 
trained using the Regularized Least Squares Classifier for binary classification and the 
sigmoid function to convert the output of the classifier in a pseudo probability.  

3.1 Low-Level Features 

The low-level features that were used are the Marginal HSV color Moments [10] and 
Gabor Filter [20] to represent texture. 
To extract the color feature, first each image is divided in 9 tiles (3x3) and for each 
tile individual histograms for the three color channels are computed. Then, the mean 
and the second central moment of each histogram are calculated. The color feature of 
each image is represented by a vector of 54 values. 
The texture feature is extracted by applying to each picture a bank of 6 orientations 
and 4 scales sensitive filters that map each image pixel to a point in the frequency 
domain. The feature consists of the mean and standard deviation of the modulus of the 
filtering results. Each image is represented by a vector of 48 values. 

3.2 Training the Generic Concepts 

Useful concepts (e.g., people, indoor, outdoor, beach and snow) to search things in a 
personal collection are trained using the Regularized Least Squares Classifier. The 
images used to train were obtained from some CD’s of the Corel Stock Photo, from 
the TRECVID2005 database and from www.flickr.com, in order to build a more 
generic training set. 
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3.3 Ranking the Database 

The output of the classifier is used to rank the database, however when several 
concepts are combined we need to convert the output in a pseudo probability p . 
Assuming  is a class (concept), given the output of the RLSC, the 
probability

w
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4. Experimental Results 

The proposed method to query the database was tested using the personal collection 
of one person (Rui Jesus) with 818 images and a set of pictures shared by his friends 
in a total of 2582 photos. These pictures were manually annotated in order to evaluate 
the results obtained. 
Personal memories are essentially composed by pictures of people, nature or urban 
scenes, holidays and parties. Five binary classifiers for concepts suitable to search in a 
personal collection were trained: people versus no people; indoor versus outdoor; 
snow versus no snow; beach versus no beach; party versus no party.    
Figure 1 shows a simple interface that was implemented to evaluate the method. The 
left panel shows toggle buttons labeled with the trained concepts. By selecting some 
of these buttons the user defines the query. Then, all the pictures are ranked and the 
top 30 images are presented in the central panel from top left corner to bottom right 
corner. For the query, “outdoor+beach”, only 3 pictures are incorrect.  

 
Fig. 1. Interface with the results obtained for the query Outdoor + Beach combining the 2 

features. 

To evaluate the system seven queries (see tables below) were performed in Rui Jesus 
collection and in the entire database. The features were evaluated individually, joined 
together in a vector obtained by concatenation of the color and texture feature, and by 
combining the ranks obtained by each feature individually. Mean average precision 
(MAP) was used to measure the performance of the system. 



Tables 1 and 2 show the results obtained by the proposed method. As expected the 
results obtained by the Rui Jesus personal collection were slightly better than in the 
entire database, but only because the number of pictures. The combination of the rank 
of the two features presents the best results in both tables. 

Table 1. Mean Average Precision obtained using the personal collection of one person (Rui 
Jesus). 

Query Color 
Moments 

Gabor Filter Color and Texture 
Feature 

Combined 
Feature 

Indoor 0,69 0,76 0,76 0,82 
Outdoor 0,92 0,92 0,94 0,96 
People 0,78 0,77 0,73 0,80 
Party 0,05 0,06 0,03 0,05 
Outdoor+ Beach 0,51 0,34 0,44 0,48 
Outdoor + Snow 0,08 0,04 0,03 0,04 
Indoor + People + 
Party 

0,19 0,21 0,29 0,34 

MAP 0,46 0,44 0,46 0,49 
 
Table 2. Mean Average Precision obtained using all the images in the database (Rui 

Jesus and his friends). 
Query Color 

Moments 
Gabor Filter Color and Texture 

Feature 
Combined 

Feature 
Indoor 0,61 0,64 0,65 0,70 
Outdoor 0,82 0,79 0,84 0,86 
People 0,77 0,77 0,76 0,78 
Party 0,11 0,13 0,05 0,12 
Outdoor+ Beach 0,41 0,17 0,34 0,36 
Outdoor + Snow 0,11 0,03 0,03 0,04 
Indoor + People + 
Party 

0,15 0,18 0,18 0,20 

MAP 0,42 0,39 0,40 0,48 

 

The concepts indoor, outdoor and people presents the best results and, the texture 
feature is better to retrieve indoor pictures which is explained by the struture of  the 
manmade objects.  
The query “Indoor + People+Party“ presents better results than the query “Party“ and 
this illustrates the main idea of the paper.    

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presents a method to retrieve images from personal memories based on 
generic concepts trained using the Regularized Least Squares Classifier. To combine 



          

several concepts in a query the sigmoid function was applied to the output of the 
classifier. The method proposed was tested with 2582 pictures of a personal collection 
with a performance measured by a mean average precision of 0,48 when combining 
the rank of  the two features. In the future, more generic concepts for querying 
personal memories will be trained and specific features for some concepts (party, 
face, snow) will be developed and evaluated. 

We are currently building a complete environment to capture images and videos 
and additional contextual data, annotate, browse and search the collections. A 
previous project provided some of the scientific guidelines for this effort. We have 
implemented a mobile storytelling project (InStory) in a cultural and historical site 
[22] that uses PDAs to navigate narratives in a physical space. Users can navigate the 
story threads that are provided but they can also contribute with their own materials. 
The environment that we are building includes a PDA client that allows to capture the 
images along with GPS data and user annotations. We are also researching the way 
people use digital memories. Clients for browsing are also envisaged for different 
target platforms, including desktop/laptop PC, PDA, and augmented reality devices. 
The developed system will target to main types of users: (1) people engaged in 
tourism activities; (2) and also people that have difficulties to remember past events 
or are away from their natural environment, e.g., when in a hospital. In this case 
special care has to taken when designing the interfaces and we are planning to 
repurpose the stored materials, using techniques such as the ones reported in this 
paper and access them in other devices including mobile phones, TV sets and even 
paper or other custom made physical objects. 
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